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CLIFTON STEPS DOWN

Students
face series
of ice hits

by BLAKE MATHEWS
editor-in-chief

T

hie big news
broke in a d~apel
announcement
Friday, Feb. 12: Bryan ·
Clifton was resigning
as Student Association
President, withdrawing
as a student and leaving
Harding. Now, as students
and' faculty both grapple
with Clifton's exit and the
reasons behind it, Clifton
and the new SA are looking to the future.
In Clifton's chapel
speech, he explained-the
reason for his departure
by saying that he "broke
a rule of the university"
and was now "dealing
with the consequences."
A week earlier, Feb. 5, the
consequences first caught
up to Clifton, who was in
.
photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
Washington, D.C., at the Bryan Clifton announces his resignation as SA President and -withdrawal from Harding in chapel, Feb. 12.
time for the 2010 National
Prayer Breakfast.
next few days, according to Clifton. Due ne.eded three more credit hours to·graduate
In an interview on Monday, Clifton told to snowstorms in the .W ashington, D. C . from Harding in May. But, Clifton said, after
the Bison that he woke up that morning to
area, Clifton's flight was delayed, and he did 10 minutl!s of deliberation the committee
find text messages and missed calls on his not return to Searcy until Tuesday night. decided to reject his appeal.
phone. They were from "one or two . .. very However, on Monday morning, Clifton
To avoid suspension, which would have
concerned friends" who had tried throughout
contacted Collins through Google Chat barred Clifton from attending the university
the night to warn Clifton: he was likely and told him they would need to meet as for a certain period of time, he chose to
under investigation by the deans.
soon as possible.
withdraw himself as a student, which would
Clifton said his first response was
The next day, Wednesday Feb.10, Clifton allow him to return to classes as soon as
"shock."
said he met with the deans. The exact details intercession. When asked if all students were
"Everybody has their kind of secret sin, of his meeting, or that of any specific student, given the option to withdraw rather than
something that they don't want brought out are protected by the Family Educational be suspended, Collins said that his standard
into the light," he said. "And whenever it is, Rights and Privacy Act (FE~A) and could . procedure is "to consider circumstances of
whenever it's forced out there, it's kind of
not be legally released by the university for- that specific student and the infraction
a mix of embarrassment, probably a little publication. However, the student ban~- .itself and to try to determine wh.at the best
anger as well, but a 16t of nervousness . .. outlines the official procedure: the accused response is with all things considered."
not knowing, especially since I was a couple
student meets with the Office of the Vice
"We try to weigh in every bit of informahundred miles away."
President/ Dean of Students, is given a tion that we have and all of the factors that
Clifton's friends broke the news to him, written record of the charges against him are in play," he said. "When we do come to a
but Dean of Students Dr. David Collins
or her, informed of the penalty and given decision we try to do that in the best interest
explained that, as per the university policy
the option to appeal the decision.
of the student in·light of our policies and
on investigations of improper conduct,
Clifton appealed the decision and pre- our expectations as a university."
.
students are rarely called in to meet with
sented his case to a committee of faculty and
Clifton announced his withdrawal
the deans unless the evidence against therp
a student. In arguing his case, Clifton sa!d that Friday, but the days leading up to his
is substantial. Also, no matter how much
he did not deny any of the charges against announcement were an "emotional roller
evidence is found, Collins said the university
him, even though he faced suspension. His coaster." At first, he said, he felt the weight
would never discipline a student without appeal was "basically an appeal to grace."
of his loss, but soon felt a "sense of relief"
first talking to him or her.
"Whether or not I'm a student here, I've v1hen he realized "everything is out there in
"There would never be a decision made got to deal with this situation," Clifton said the open. Everything is confessed."
,.
without visiting with the student about the
in summarizing his appeal. "I'd rather be here
"You can never get a phone call fr.om
situation," he said.
with my friends and my support group."
somebody saying 'Hey, I heard this about
· No official communication between
He also emphasized the fact that he only
see CLIFTON on page 3a
Clifton and the deans occurred over the

Toyota announces
fleet-wide recall
by NOAH DARNELL
photographer

I

t is somehow ironic that the
Toyota Motor Corp's motto
"Moving Forward" h as to be
used as a damage control device
instead of a high- tech boast, but
after the recent fleet-wide recall of
over half of its current models, the
company, famous for its reliable and
low-maintenance cars, is going to
great lengths to get its sales - and
image - back to normal.
Following a slew of cases of
"unintended acceleration'' in new
Toyota cars, the corporate headquarters based in Toyota City,Japan,
issued a statement last September
saying that it would issue a safety
recall for a staggering 4.2 million
vehicles in the U.S. The initial recall
cited an issue with the accelerator
pedal that could cause it to become
lodged into the floor mat.
Furthermore, on Jan. 21, the
Japanese automaker announced
that it would be recalling 2.3
million additional vehicles to cor.rect a slightly different problem:
a mechanical flaw separate from
the initial floor ma:t problem that
could cause the accelerator pedal
to jam wide open. In its official
statement posted on its web site,
Toyota said, "In rare cases, the gas
pedal m echanism wears down,
causing the accelerator to become
h arder to press, slower to return
[to a neutral position] or, in sqme
cases, stuck."
According to the Detroit Free
Press, the gas pedal flaw has

resulted in over 815 separate accidents and 19 fatalities as of Feb.
1,2010. Regardless ofthe numbers,
Jim Lentz, president and chief
operating officer of Toyota's U.S.
sales, said that Toyota is vigorously·
investigating-the situation.
"The number of deaths, number
of accidents, whether it's one or
whether it's 2,000, doesn't really
make a difference," Lentz said.
"Nothing is more important to us
than the safety and reliability of the
vehicles our customers drive."
In an effort that was quickly applauded by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, the
Toyota Motor Corp. is maintaining
a state of transparency regarding the
recall situation to the major news
agencies covering the story saying
that the "responsibility for this in
. the end is ours" even though the
problem lies with the mechanical
equipment supplied by a single parts
manufacturer, CTS Corporation,
which produces the pedal assembly.
The CTS Corp. also makes pedals for some Nissan, Mitsubishi,
Honda, and Ford vehicles, but the
company said the pedals made for
those manufacturers do not have
the same design.
A spokesman forToyota,John
Hanson, said the company is unaware of any actidents or injuries
due directly to the mechanical
malfunction of the gas pedal, but
he could not rule it out for ·sure.
He said the recall "came together
very quickly" in order to address
the problem before it caused any
accidents or injuri,es.
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by TIFFANY JONES
student writer

C

armen Cuadra was walking
back from dinner with friends
on Friday, Feb. 5th when a
car drove past them quickly. She felt
something hit the back of her head
and turned around to see her friend
with ice on her face. The boys in the
car sped away, shouting obscenities,
as the group of friends tried to figure
out what happened. They were the
latest victims in a series of attacks
on Walton scholars.
In this school year there have been
three accounts of ice being thrown at
Walton scholars walking to campus in
Searcy. In November ice was thrown
at a group of students walking back
to school from the McDonald's on
Beebe Capps. One girl was bruised
on her stomach from the ice. Later
in that semester a different group of
students, still Walton scholars, were
attacked with ice as they were walking
to Midnight Oil. No one was hit.
"They didn't yell anything but
they were laughing out loud." said
Estephany Estrada, one of the girls
walking to Midnight Oil that night.
. "I don't know how many timettitey
were w~t\;hing us aD-d planning what
to do."
Allans Coello, a junior from
Honduras, has seen this behavior
in Searcy before. "When a group of
Hispanic students like me are walking
on the streets outside campus it is
not rare that people yell at us."While
Allans has not been hit with ice, he
has had his share of harassment this
school year. He h as been hit with
eggs and once when walking back
from the GAC with his girlfriend
a group of boys started cursing and
yelling at them.
Despite recent events Allans and
Carmen have always felt welcomed
and loved on Harding's campus and
do not think the people doing this
are students here.
"Harding students are very welcoming and nice with international
students. Some mor'e th'an others, but
I've never received a hostile r~actidn
from anyone." said Carmen.
The ice throwing cars h aving
b een described as black and white
Suburbans and the ice throwers as
young high school to college aged
Caucasian males. If you h ave any
information about the attacks please
report it to Public Safety.

.
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Orr Toyota Searcy is participating in the recall by replacing brake units by appointment.
For a short time in late January,
Toyota completely froze the sales
of the Camry sedan, its top-selling
vehicle, and seven ofits car and truck
models until the problem could be
corrected. Because of the freeze,
Toyota's sales in the U.S. fell 16
percent. In contrast, domestic car
manufacturers General M otors and

Ford Motor Company posted a
dramatic rise in sales of14 percent
and 25 percent, respectively. FGrthermore, Reuters is reporting that
industry analysts have estimated
that Toyot a will be shouldering
$250 million in warranty costs to
cover the recalls.
The malfunction has since been
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Van driver hurls
snow at students
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isolated, and Toyota has announced
that its authorized dealers will be
receiving parts to fix the problem
by the first week in February.
Searcy's own Orr Toyota on Poplar Street is one of the dealerships
ready to handle the recall. Randy
Dough ty of their service
see TOYOTA on pgae 3a
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· Obama secures nuclear
reactor building plans with
$8.3 billion loan
President Obama announced Tuesday an $8.3 billion loan
to guarantee the future construction of two nuclear plants in
Georgia's Burke County.
This will be the first t'ime in 30 years that the U.S. has built a
new nuclear power plant.
"This is only the beginning," Obama said during a visit to an
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers training facility in
Lanham, Maryland. "We'll continue to provide financing for clean
energy projects ... across America."
Obama admitted that the decision would be met with opposition but he also recognized nuclear power as. the country's largest carbon emission-free source of fuel.
However energy analyst Ben Schreiber is a strong opponent.
"The Department of Energy is putting taxpayers on the hook
for bailing out costly and dangerous nuclear reactor projects
when the loans used to finance those projects default," Schreiber said in an interview with CNN.

Olympian skier uses cheese .to
heal leg wound ·
Austrian Olympic skier Lindsey Vonn has decided to forgo
traditional medicine to reduce inflammation from a leg injury that
occurred during training.
Her therapy? Topfen, an Austrian cheese that her physical
therapist combines with castor oil
and wraps around her leg.
In an interview with CNN,
athletic trainer Ralph Reiff said the
strange therapy was not uncommon, because many top-level ·
athletes resort to such techniques.
"It's not bizarre at all," Reiff said. "It's just what athletes at
that level do. Regardless of where it's a home remedy or passed
down from generations or something someone thought of, if the
athlete believes in it, there is significant value in that."
However, while Reiff voiced approval for the strange technique, other professionals said they had never heard of the
technique, and that it probably relied more on a "mind-over-matter;, healing.

Photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
The Bisons' Kevin Brown tips off against Southern Arkansas's Justin Stewart Feb. 16.

Try these pickup lines in the Caf

Google donates $2 million
to Wikipedia

by KYLIE AKINS
assistant news editor

I'm writing a term
paper on the finer
things in life, and 1·
was wondering if I
could interview you.

Wikipedia, one of the Internet's most-read sites, received a $2
million donation from Google Inc., Wikipedia's founder said in a
statement Wednesday.
Google's donation will go toward development, including work
on technology projects to help manage Wikipedia's increasing
· bandwidth and multimedia needs.
Server traffic has recently incn~ased in areas .outside of
Europe and the U.S., causing a need for data centers in new
locations.
Co-founder of-Google, Sergey Brin, said that Wikipedia is "one
of the greatest triumphs of the Internet. ..this cast repository
of 'Community-generated content is an invaluable resource to
anyone who is online."
Wikimedia Foundation, owner of Wikipedia, re.ceived donations
of more than $8 million in January, which is three-fourths of the
company's revenue target for the year.
·

Can I borrow a quarter? I told my mom I'd
call when I met the girl
of my dreams.
I'll make you a bet
- $20 says you'll turn
me down.

Half of primate species in
danger of extinction .

.

'

Tropical forest destruction is endangering almost half of the
world's apes, monkey, lemurs and other primates.
·
Acc0rding to a report by the
Switzerland-based International
Union for Conservation of Nature,
48 percent of the world's 634 primate species are facing extinction.
Christoph Swtizer, an International Union for Conservation of Nature adviser, released a statement
, to CNN regarding the importance
of saving humankind's closest animal relatives.
· "This report makes for very alarming reading," Switzer stated.
"Support and action to help save these species is vital if we are
to avoid losing these wonderful animals forever."
According to the bi-annual report, which details the 25 most
endangered species of primates, fess than 100 northern sportive lemurs, 110 eastern black crested gibbons and just 60 to 70
gold headed langurs survive among their species.

"Great job
raising the
curtains on the
bay window to
the world."

- KAY HIRE,
astronaut in the
International Space
Station, to the spacewalkers who opened
the shutters of the
station's new observation deck Wednesday

Each issue, this section will feature the Bison editorial
staff's favorite Tweets from users on campus. To submit yours, just add #MyBison to your Twitter updates.
Number of snow days during Dr. GSB's Harding College presidency: 0. Number of days under Dr. 088: 5 and climbing.

-drgeorgebenson

Can I take your picture?
I want Santa to know
exactly What I want for
Christmas.

Are you tired?
Beca.use you've been
running through my '
mind all day.

Do you have any raisins?
Well, then how about a
date?

Can you scratch my
back? My arms are far
too muscular for me
to reach.

Do you believe in love
at first sight, or should I
walk by again?

Courtesy of
http://dan.hersam.
com/lists/ pickup.html and
http://funny2.com/ pickup.
htm.

"She likes to
"To what extent
watch TV. We
are we just little
have dinner
lemmings that
together at
they just throw
the hotel and
down a track and
watch Animal
we're crash-test
Planet. "
dummies? I mean,
this is our lives."
~ GABRIEL RANGEL,
- HANNAH CAMPBELLPEGG,
an Australian luge athlete,
- criticizing the Olympic
luge course in Vancouver
as dangerous only a day
before Georgia's Nodar
Kumaritashvili's death in a
high-speed crash

handler of Sadie, the
Best in Show Scottish
terrier at the Westminster Dog Show

Massive snowball fight on the front lawn with hundreds of students. This is one of the reasons why I love Harding - livinggypsy
Laura Ingraham just talked about levitra at Harding. Think she'll be
invited back? -

zdaggett
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lnTents Night a success after week delay
by BLAKE MATHEWS
editor-in-chief
Two weeks ago, senior Sky
Vanderburg and junior Sarah Kyle
launched an ambitious fundraising
effort for Haiti called InTents Night.
Though the weather was frigid and
the sky heavy with rain clouds as
Friday, Feb. 5 approached, students
were still signing up to spend the
night in tents on the front lawn and
raise money for Tents and Tarps.
Then, on the morning of the
event, the front lawn flooded. Kyle
and Vanderburg were forced to
postpone InTents.
But last Friday, after moving from
the front lawn to the Ganus Athletic
Center, students and faculty came
together to make InTents Night a
success.
The event started at 10 p.m.
with a benefit concert. For a $5
dollar cover charge, students were
entertained by performances from
Ben Cormier and the Family Band,
Alex Free with members of the
Emancipastries and the Belles and
Beaux Remix.
None of the student bands were
paid for their performances. Like
all the money raised during InTents
Night, the cover charge went to-

CLIFTON:
continued from page

la
you and either, one, 'I was
disappointed in you,' or,
two, 'I want to talk to you
about it because I want to
know what's happening,"'
Clifton said. "I can't get
that phone call."
Support for Clifton had
been trickling in before
and immediately after his
appeal, but after his final
chapel the floodgates were
thrown open, he said. On
Friday alone, Clifton estimated that he received 150
Facebook friend requests,
200 Facebook messages,
300 text messages, 70 hugs
and .a gift basket.
In speaking with faculty
and administrators, Clifton
said they seemed "torn'' about
forcing him to leave Harding.
University President David
Burks was a personal friend
of Clifton, having known
him for years as a part of
his home Bible study. As
he introduced Clifton for
the last time during Friday's
chapel, Burks appeared
profoundly, emotionally
affected.
"I would hope I would
feel that way about any
student," Burks said. "The
truth of the matter is you
do feel a stronger emotional
attachment to someone
you know."
Clifton said he did not
think badly of any of the
deans or administrators, even
going as far to say that, had
he been in their position,
he would have followed
the student handbook as
well. However, he said he
disagreed with certain policies in the handbook and
hoped that his case would
lead to reforms.
"I think it needs to be
reassessed, and I think it
will be reassessed," Clifton said, though he would

+

ward the Tents and Tarps program,
which has been supplying shelters
for displaced Haitians since almC?st
immediately after the devastating
earthquake Jan 12.
The music played until 12:45
a.m., when what Kyle referred to
as "tent camp curfew" went into
effect. Anyone left in the GAC
after that point would be locked
in until morning.
Kyle said about 75 people signed
up to camp out in the GAC. Each
one was given an account with
Kimbia, a fundraising Web site, and
their own link to send to friends
and family throughout the night.
Each participant was asked to send
his or her link to at least 10 people
through text messaging.
"Hey, I'm here locked in the GAC.
Send me money," Vanderburg said
as an example.
ProfessorJimmy Huffled a devo
at 1 a.m. and taught participants
more about Haitian culture and
history. After that, from 2 a.m. to 6
a.m., Sky said InTents Night started
taking care ofitsel£
"There was not one person
wandering around saying 'I don't
know what to do,"' Sky said. Some .
people played basketball and football,
others played board games and one

person was reportedly seen doing
homework By Kyle's estimate, only
10 of the 75 participants spent any
time sleeping.
A prayer tent was set up for people
who wished to pray for Haiti, though
prayers for anyone anywhere were
also encouraged. Two tarps that
would eventually head to Haiti were
also laid out on the GAC floor, and
participants could write messages in
Creole for the tarps' future owners
to read. A list of Creole phrases
- "We're praying for you" was an
example - was provided.
As the night ended and the sun
came up, Aramark was on hand to
serve the participants breakfast. Dr.
Mark Elrod, who along with freelance
photojournalist Philip Holsinger
came up with the idea for Tents and
Tarps, then spoke about the need
for shelter in Haiti and how seeing
the country and meeting its people
has affected him personally.
By the end of the event, Vanderburg said roughly $2,000 had been
raised, including a Sl,000 donation
from First Security Bank The money
was immediately invested in Tents
and Tarps, which has raised at least
$350,000'since its creation almost a
month ago. Vanderburg said he was
proud that $30,000 ofthat total has

come from the student body.
Before the initial postponing of
InTents night, Kyle and Vanderburg
both knew about the bad incoming
weather but were reluctant to push
the event back because ofthe urgency
of the need for shelters in Haiti.
"IfI need a tent for this, how much
more do they [HaitiansJneed a tent?"
Kyle said in an interview with The
Bison before the first InTents night.
However, the standing water on the
front lawn could have been a health
concern, she said, and most of the
musicians who were scheduled to play
at the event backed out to keep their
instruments from getting wet.
"It was irnpossible,"Vanderburg
sz.id. The weather would have turned
the fundraiser into "so much of an
ordeal that we wouldn't have accomplished our purpose."
That pwpose, he said, was to raise
awareness of the Haitian need for
shelter. There likely would have been
a small "hardcore group of people"
willing to endure any kind of bad
weather, Vanderburg said, but most
would have been scared off and the
event would have been "a flop."
But canceling the event was never
an option, Kyle said. Pushing it back
gave her and Vanderburg time to
reflect on what they wanted InTents

former SA President moves on after formally withdrawing
not officially state which
parts of the handbook he
disagreed with.
With the announcement
of Clifton's withdrawal, SA
vice president Jordan Stanley
officially assumed the role
of SA President. He had
known in advance what
would happen that Friday,
but Stanley said the transition was still "tough."
"Bryan left some big shoes
to fill, and I don't now ifl'll
be able to fill those shoes. I
don't know if anyone really
will," he said.
A majority of the systems,
personal networks and projects started by Clifton will
be continued under Stanley,
including this year's theme
of"empowering students."
Still, he said, there will be
differences, such as more
public forums where students can pitch ideas and
concerns directly to the SA.
Stanley said he believes the
SA should "serve as a mirror
for concerns and student
interests," even if those
interests involve university
policy or the handling of a
situation like Clifton's.
"If that's voiced to us,
that's something we'll have
to look at," Stanley said.
As one of the faculty
sponsors for the SA, Dr. Jim
Miller has been watching
the transition of power,
though he admitted he has
been more concerned about
Clifton than the organization he left behind. Miller
knows Clifton personally and
spoke highly of the legacy
he will leave behind, but
noted that the SA is already
getting used to functioning
without him.
"The SA knows that it has
a role to fulfill - that each
of those elected individuals
were chosen by the student
body to represent them and
to serve them - so they're

Night to accomplish. They said
they decided to make it less about
games and novelty and more about
forming connections between the
students raising the money and
the people who had seen where
the money is going.
"This had kind of refocused us
to really just take things a little
more seriously and think about
the purpose instead of just, 'Oh,
we're camping on the front lawn.
Awesome,"' Kyle said.
Although more people might
have signed up for the front lawn
version of InTents Night, Vanderburg said the smaller group
in the GAC was better suited
for reflection and fellowship. SA
sponsor and event supervisor Dr.
Jim Miller said he was perfectly
alright with not sleeping out in the
cold, and that if they had insisted
on having the event outside, the
weather might have delayed them
even longer.
Vanderburg said the SA is not
planning any more Haiti-specific
events, though they will continue
to work with aid organizations like
Mana International. The Tents and
Tarps Web site (www.tentsandtarps.
org) will also continue to take
donations indefinitely.

TOYOTA:
brake checks
continued from page

la
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Clifton is comforted after making a public statement to the HU student body.

going to continue that job,"
Miller said.
Accordingly, although
he said he never imagined
he would be taking over
for Clifton, Stanley said
that he has a personal goal
to "make this transition as
smooth as possible."
Since officially withdrawing and handing the reins of
the SA to Stanley, Clifton
has been spending his time
writing down his thoughts
and recording his voice. He
said he will combine his
recorded memories with
stories of quake survivors
in Haiti to make a book
about living and rebuilding
after a life-altering disaster.
The tentative title of the
book is "Rebuilding the
Rubble."
"It's going to be parallel with what's happening
with me in this situation
and then also with the
H aiti earthquake, the
people down in Haiti ...
how do you rebuild when
literally everything is gone?"
Clifton said.
To get original research

and observations, Clifton
said he is planning to spend
up to two months living
in Haiti and helping with
the relief efforts there.
When asked if he would
be continuing his work
with the SA's Tents and
Tarps project, he replied,
"Hopefully it'll be Hands
and Feet, in Haiti."
Beyond Haiti, Clifton
said he plans to return to
Searcy in order to finish
his last three credit hours.
Since he avoided suspension,
there is no period of time
that must pass before he can
return to campus. Clifton
said he managed to arrange
an independent study for
his last three hours, which
he will begin preparing for
in April and turn in during
intercession, allowing him
to graduate in July.
Should he graduate in
July, Clifton said he will
not walk across the stage.
When asked if that decision was his own personal
choice, he responded "half
and half."
Clifton's departure comes

at arguably the height of his
success as SA president. His
administration was responsible for the success of the
Tents and Tarps project and
the fundraising efforts for
toddler Christine Clemons,
but it also brought an ice
rink to the front lawn and
threw a surprise half-birthday
party for Burks.
Of all his accomplishments, Clifton said he was
proudest of initiating a
"culture change" among the
student body and proving
that "whenever students
actually want to do some-.
thing, they can."
Miller said he had
worked with other SA
presidents before, but
Clifton "really stands out
in [his] mind."
"I have no doubt that
Bryan is going to go on
and be a great success as
a Christian leader, as a
business leader," Miller
said. "I have no doubt
about those things because
I know Bryan's character,
and I know that he's going
to be just fine."

department explained that
the owners of the affected
vehicles were notified by mail,
and the recall is being done
on·an appointment basis. This
prevents the owners from
being required to wait for
a long time to get their cars
worked on. All the work is
done within 45 minutes.
"The customers seem
to all be ·handling it well,"
Doughty said. "None of them
are disgruntled, so we're just
moving forward."
As far as its reputation is
concerned, Toyota is going to
great lengths to instill owner
confidence and regain a sense
of the reliability for which it
has been known.
The recall involves 11
Toyota models ranging from
the top-selling Camry to
the full-size Tundra truck.
Felicia Patterson, a junior
international business major
at Harding University, said
her 2007 Camry has been
a "good car," but nevertheless the news has made her
somewhat uneasy.
"I was driving back from
Atlanta this past weekend,
· and I just kept thinking about
it," she said. "I was going 80
and [was thinking] 'what if
I can't stop?"'
Patterson said that she,
like most owners of the cars
affected by the recall, has
received information from
royota on how to bring the
car to a safe stop in case of
"unintended acceleration.."In
addition to mailing information to owners, Toyota posted
a video on their website
detailing the procedure.
· Specific information about
the recall ofparticular vehicles
and service information can
be found at http://www.
toyo ta. com/recall.
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or the third installment
in chis series based on
my recent adventures in
Britain, let me share my Top Ten
Tips for Survival in the UK (Part
One).
In no particular order:
Don't mess with English
Mustard. While shopping at
Sainsbury's, a popular English
grocery chain, I made a fatal
mistake in the condiment aisle.
Even though I should have
learned by this point in my life
to pay attention to what I put in
my shopping cart - especially
after the taste-bud shock from
those Vinegar and Sale potato
chips I bought by mistake in
2003 - I blithely grabbed a jar
of English mustard.
Later that week I was making
a sandwich and slathered
the mustard on in cracking
American style (Would you like
some turkey with your mustard,
sir?). Then I took a huge bite.
· "Crikey!': Or as Foghorn
Leghorn would say, "Whoa,
Nelly!"
I had always wondered what
it would be like co be a fire-eater
at the circus, and now I knew,
since it turns out that the active
ingredient in English mustard is
butane. One of my friends prides
himself on being impervious to
any hot sauce that Mi P\lblico
can offer, but I ,douht chat even
chis cheeky chap could handle
the yellow kerosene that is spicy
English mustard.
Be patient in the loo. It takes
six to eight weeks to properly
flush an English toilet, as the
handles are a bit dodgy. Just so
you know.
Be prepared for sink shrink.
WhHe I'm on the ~ubject of
English washrooms, you should
be aware that the average British
sink is about the size of those old
porcelain spit-and-rinse basins
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"One of my students
reported that the
entire country of
Belgium was closed
for remodeling, which
should be good news
for the Waffle House."
that dentists used to use. When
washing hands, expect chat there
will only be space to wash one
finger at a time. But be grateful,
as this thumb-to-pinky method
ensures for a more thorough
cleaning and may save you from
swine flu. Just don't count on
being able co rinse out your long
johns in there.
Embrace the scaffolding.
Even though England is an
extremely old country, they
haven't quite finished it yet.
Everywhere tourists go, they.can
expect to see buildings covered
with those familiar metal poles,
wooden planks, and white
tarps. Everything is currently
under renovation, including the
condiment aisle at Sainsbury's.
At York Minster, for example~
we had hoped co see its famous
Great Ease window, one of the
finest works of stained glass
from the 15th century. But it
has been removed for a ten-year
restoration project and has been
replaced by-get this-a fullsize color photocopy that cook
fourteen days to print. Eat your
heart out, Kinko's.
The job took so long because
the window is the size of a
Wimbledon court. That's why it
had co be repaired-several choir

boys were playing tennis on it,
and a Hail Mary smashed right
through the panes. At any rate,
because everything in Britain is
so old, scaffolding is a face of life
there, much to the irritation of
all the tourists whose cameras
are not currently resting at the
bottom of the Thames. I'm
told that such work is going on
constantly all over Europe. One
of my students reported that the
entire country of Belgium was
closed for remodeling, which
should be good news for the
Waffie House.
Become a stair master.
Though the British lead the
world in so many areas-such
as the number of famous writers
who died of TB-there is one
important discovery that has
yet to catch on in Albion. The
concept of the elevator (or, the
"life") has so far eluded British
engineers. As a result, there are
stairs everywhere. In a crowded
city like London, the only place
co build is up, so most of the
places you will need to go will be
on the 9th floor of somewhere,
and to make matters worse, the
English don't count the first floor
as a floor. The second floor is
' the first floor, and the first floor
is 1the ground floor. This fact
adds insulc co injury for chose
wheezing on level 16. Even the
buses in England have two floors.
Climbing stairs isn't rea!Jy my
scene, but I actually lost 15
pounds doing it in London,
though at least half of them may
have been burned away by that
one beastly pinch of mustard.
For more UK survival tips,
old boy, look for my tuppence
worth in a fortnight.

DR. MICHAEL CLAXTON is
a guest contributor for The
Bison. he may be contacted at
mclaxtol@harding.edu

Look Beyond Club Rivalries

Y

u're sitting at an A-team
club basketball game
ti
501-279-4471
expecting to have a good
EDITOR
501-279-4330
time with friends while watching
ADVERTISING
some fairly talented fellas make it
•'
rain on the couµ. 1his isn't just
any game though. These clubs
INFORMATION
are what some would like to call
The Bison is a campus newspa- "rivals." You know, the clubs that
per, edited and largely financed
blatantly call each other out at roll
by students, seeking to provide
call during pledge week and act
high-quality journalistic discusfoolish during every club athletic
sion of issues of concern to the
event. It isn't long after tip-off that
Harding community.
this game turns into such a "foolish"
It also serves as an educational event. The insults start flying from
tool for students, providing practhe crowded bleachers, along with
tical experience to enhance skills
other indistinguishable shouts and
learned in the classroom.
noises. Pretty soon, the objective of
The Bison recognizes its responthese zealous funs is to tty to insult
sibility to be accurate and objective as many members of the opposing
in its reporting while upholding the team as possible in hopes their team
Christian ideals for which Harding
wins the game so they don't look
exists.
stupid. Oh wait, we're going to lose?
It attempts to serve as a forum
Okay, lee's just keep making fun of
for student perspectives, welcomthem so our giant egos don't have a
ing letters to the editor which
chance to deflate.
_adhere to ethical and professional
We see club rivalries clearly every
standards and are no more than
day: at every group in the student
300 words in length.
center after chapel,' at every table in
Signed columns appearing
the caf and especially at e-:ery club
in The Bison are the views of the
game. We hear about other clubs
writer and may not reflect the
being more "spiritual" than others
official policy of the Harding Uni- . and how some clubs are not really
versity administration. Unsigned
"dubs" at all. But how far is too
columns represent the view of
far? Sure, it's great to be prideful
the editorial board.
about the club that you are part of.
The Bison is published by HarIt's awesome to be proud ofwhat
ding University, Searcy, AR 72149. your club stands for, especially if
Subscription rate: $1 Oper year.
your club represents service to the
t Periodical postage (USPS
community, putting God first or
577600) paid at Searcy, AR 72143.. purit)r in purpose. And what are
Postmaster: Send address changclub sports ifyou don't have devoted
es to Harding University Box
funs that are willing to go all out to
11192, Searcy, AR 72149-0001.
support their fellow clubmates?
One of the goals of social clubs
listed on Harding's Web site is, "The
NEWSROOM

edback
Loop

SARAH GARY

society thought they were or should
be. He had lunch with those whom
no one liked and paid no attention
to chose who criticized him for it.
If we are supposed to be like
Jesus, ifwe are supposed to be built
on Christ and serve in his love, why
development of lasting relationships
don't we act the same? Why do we
- fostering personal and social
forget one of the greatest lessons of
relationships through interaction
love when it comes to something as
among faculty, staff and students."
menial as social clubs?
Social clubs are vital to the success of
I think we are forgetting
this goal among students. For most,
something here: an acronym we
the people in our club are who
have heard our entire life, WWJD.
we first met and bonded with as
Yeah, maybe it's a little cliche,
freshmen. They are who we connect
but the message is impeccable.
with the most, who we go to before
We should be reflecting Christ in
anyone else, who will be in our
everything we do.
·
weddings. They are foundational
Our mission as Christians is
to our support, and they become
to spread the love ofJesus, even at
like a fumily to us. Naturally when
club sporting events. It's more than
it comes to these rivalries, we are so
okay to be supportive of your club
quick to jump to defend our clubs
and to cheer on your best friends.
to be their support because they are
But when this crosses the line into
our fumily.
belittling someone because they are
Another of the goals listed
in a different club, it's not right any
on Harding's Web site is, "The
more.
promotion of Christian ethics
When you're looking at tliat guy
- creating an atmosphere that
across the student center and you
emphasizes integrity and purity of
judge him because of the jersey he's
thought and action." So when we
wearing, it's not right any more.
automatically think someone is a
The bottom line is we are all the
jerk because of the club they are in
same. Jesus died for all of us. Ifhe
or when we make fun of someone
is willing to look past everything
because they are on the rival team at that we have ever done, we have
a game, how pure are our thoughts
no right not to look past someone's
and actions? By judging them this
jersey.
way, what is chat saying about our
Lee's follow Jesus' example and
integrity, our moral character?
break down some social barriers.
What about Jesus? Jesus was a
Let's do what he would do and
revolutionary in his day. He broke
spread the love.
down all kinds of social barriers. His
SARAH GARY is a guest
focus was not on how people are
contributor for The Bison. She
labeled. His focus was on people.
may be contacted at
He was focused on the individual,
sgary@harding.edu
looking at their heart, not what
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've heard people say that
the Olympics have lost
relevance in the postmodern
world. After all, what does it
mean to really be "the best in the
world?" What's the point of all
that training, all those years of
dedication and sacrifice spent to
win a piece of metal that ancient
civilizations decided to saddle
with arbitrary value? Or perhaps
the Olympics lost their magic
power when people quit believing
in magic . . . and started believing
in steroids, corrupt French judges
and Chinese gymnasts that look a
little too young to be there.
Whatever the reason is, it's
been popular to say that no one
watches the Olympics anymore.
Until this year, for some reason.
Maybe because I'm in college
now, and the last time I was in
college du~ing the Winter Games,
' they were in Turin, and no one
knows where Turin is. But this
year has seen a revival of Olympic
interest, and chis makes me happy.
Sadly, I've been a little too
busy lately co actually keep up
with Vancouver. I know I missed
Shaun White taking over the
world on the snowboard halfpipe, and I heard the Americans
didn't really show up in pairs
figure skating. A lot of people
have showed enthusiasm for
curling, but I think it's all a farce.
The enthusiasm, not curling.
Curling is like the Spongebob
Squarepants of winter sports: it's
cool to think it's cool, especially
if you really think it's silly deep
down inside. So ironic, I know.
Irony is especially cool.
But I clid find a moment to
watch the Olympics a few days
ago, and if you've ever randomly
tuned in during the early
afternoon, you'll know there's a
good chance of seeing something
you didn't even know was a sport.
I was in the Caf, watching the
mounted televisions, and I beheld
a sport that I am now committed
to following. It looked at first like
cross-country skiing, which at first
looks like a war crime to me, but
then I noticed the object strapped
to the lone skier's back. This
Olympian was out on the slopes
with a rifle.
My curiosity was further
piqued by the name of the
event: Women's 10 km Pursuit.
I had to know what she, with
her skis and her firearm, was
pursuing. Big game? Bigfoot?
James Bond villain henchmen?
Other Olympians? This bizarre
combination of activities is
apparently not something you
can just stumble into. With a
little bit of research I found out
that the event is actually called
the biathlon, which is ancient
Greek for "you're going to hurt
someone doing chat." Actually,
the sport is Norwegian in origin
and evolved from one of their
military drills. Participants ski
around a cross country track
and stop occasionally co shoot at
stationary targets. Missing a target
means extra laps or time added
on to your score. The armed skier
with the lowest time wins, and we
all go home wishing chat event
could have been a lot cooler than
it actually was.
The fact that there's a summer
biathlon, where cross-couQtry
running replaces skiing, is both
encouraging and a little bit
unnerving. Not that I've got
anything against arming track
kids, but if climate, geography
and culture can't stop the spread
of the biathlon, I just know that
somewhere in my home state of
Texas some good ol' boys are out
riding their four-wheelers across
someone else's property, shotguns
strapped to their backs, and one
is saying to the other, "Ya know,
mebbe som eday chis here'll be an
Olympic spurt."

BLAKE MATHEWS serves
as the editor-in-chief for the
2009-2010 Bison. He may
be contacted at bmathews@
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-Why Pray?

IJ

ast November I was praying
n the Shores Chapel when
remembered my club
was having a ring ceremony that
night. I started thinking about the
girl that was getting engaged and
subconsciously started judging
the success of the couple's future
marriage.
It was there that a revelation
came to me: I am in a failing
marriage with Jesus Christ. Jesus,
my bridegroom, knows everything
about me, but I know little about
him.
Hopefully, you would never
marry someone you barely knew,
didn't trust; or didn't spend time
with. Do you know Jesus or just
have a knowledge ofJesus?
Many students have asked me
why I started the Prayer Room in
Shores Chapel. Simply said: for
graduated in 2008, and
the students. From what I have
looking
back on my Harding
seen, some students on campus do
,
experience,
I have one regret:
not know Jesus or even care about
that I did not get involved in Spring
Jesus..
Sing and build the meaningful
How much time are we as
relationships associated with it.
Christians spending with Christ?
Haha, totally kidding! I never
The more time we spend with the
think
that! (high-fives self)
Lord in prayer, the more fascinated
In
·all
seriousness, there were a
we become with the kingdom and
at Harding_that I now
few
things
character of God.
realize
I
took
for granted. Here is a
Ifyou don't believe me? believe
of
things
I
wish I had done or
list
him when he says in John 14: 13known.
~
14, ~And I will do whatever you ask ·
Spend money on stupid,
in my name, so that the Son may
useless
things
bring glory to the Father. You may
Yes,
I
did have my share of
ask me for anything in my name,
stupid
purchases.
Example: I
and I will do it."
bought
Black
Beauty
on DVD.
Two weeks ago the spiritual life
Why?
Cause
'I
remember
watching
committee passed out sticky notes
it
as
a
kid,
that's
why.
But
what I
in chapel and asked students to
the
fact
was that I
remembered
after
write down a prayer request. We
when
I
was
a kid.
didn't
even
like
it
promised the student body that we
That
is
six
bucks
I'll
never
get
back.
would faithfully pray over every
Now
I'm
an
adult.
I
have
to
prayer request we received.
think about saving and preparing
I was honored to organize the
for
the future. All these things are
pray(!r room and place all the
and I'll be glad I did it. But
good,
student prayers on the wall. As
here's
the
thing: In college, it didn't
I read them, I Was moved with
matter
at
all.
I should've bought
compassion for the student body.
that
Arcade
Fire
album instead of
The prayers I read were honest,
bumming
it
off
a
friend. I should've
open and desperate. Most prayers
gone
to
that
Radiohead
concen. I
we received went something like
should've
bought
that
~eet
katana
this, "Pray for my spiritual life. I
at
that
pawnshop
in
Little
I
saw
need to trust God."
Rock. And yes, pawnshop is one
There must be a switch from
word.
Boom.
knowing God from stories in the

Harding Do's and Don'ts
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Bible to knowing God's character
in our hearts. A true change of
hean comes from a pure encounter
with the love and truth of God.
This is the reason the prayer room
exists. Ifyou want to trust God
- you can. Ifyou want more of
God, you can have it. If you want
love, he is waiting for you.
Praying is the answer to your
spiritual marital crisis, and the
prayer room is open for you. You
get to know someone by spending
time with them. Your relationship
with the Lord is in many ways like
relationships on earth. It requires
intimacy, tru~t, faithfulness,
obedience and love.
I found this on the prayer
room wall, and it moved me with
compassion. It is, in my opinion,
the cry of many of the students'
h~ on this campus:
' . I see truth written on these
walls; J read the cries of students'
hearts that echo my own. I fe~l
the longing that radiates from the
words, a desire for more, a desire
for deep.
Do you feel it? An ache? An
emptiness? A thirs~? Are'you numb?
Are you weary? Wtll you leave here
empty when freedom and passion
and life are within your grasp?
Lay it all out. Let it go. It will
take vulnerability. It will take
pain, and it will take everything.
But, you will be free, and you will
personally know the man who
came to shake the foundations,
who came to bring healing to fill
that emptiness, who came to suffer
so that you could live.
And you will know that h e
came not to save men but each and
every man. That he came for you to
give you more.
Read the walls. Read the
passion. He lives. He speaks.
He changes everything. Do you
dive in? Or do you fade out? Not
because he's not reaching but
because you were too afraid to
jump."

JANE MESSINA is a guest
contributor for The Bison. She
may be contacted at
jmessin~@harding.edu
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Here's the catch, though.
You should keep up with what
you're spending, which is something
I didn't do and consequently,
received a couple of embarrassing
phone calls in the caf from my dad.
So yes, spend money. Buy things
you won't be able to buy in the real
world, but have some responsibility
behind it. Be an idiot in what you
purchase, not in how you purchase.
Get it? Yeah, I thought it was clever,
too.
Ask out any girl I thought was
attractive any time I wanted
I'm married now to a beautiful
and incredible woman. And now
chat I'm learning about marriage,
I'm also learning more about
women. And here's what I've
learned: they're not worth the stress.
Allow me to clarify by giving
an ~ple, since I know that last
statement sounded harsh (it was
for effect, you see). I would literally
stress over girls. Does she like me?
Will she call me back? What should
I say? Was that joke about child
~Javery funny? All these questions,
and more, completely destroyed

any confidence I had going into a
situation with a lady-girl (as I liked
to call them). I should've been more
stressed about school or my own
spirituality. Instead, I would lose
sleep over some girl that ended up .
being pretty lame anyway.
If I had a time machine, I would
first go see dinosaurs (duh) but
th~n, I would go to my Harding
self and slap him in the mouth. I'd
tell myself to take it easy and just
have fun. I'd also tell myself that
you're kinda fat and should lose
some pounds, then go ask out Jane
Ladygirl and show her the time of
her life.

There are actually a lot of
people outside of Harding
Yeah, I know. Crazy, right? But
believe me, there are billions of
people out here. Don't worry; I
won't make any "Harding bubble"
references. Instead, I move to call it
the "Harding Lightning Dome of
Mayhem." Let's hope it catches on.
Within this Harding Lightning
Dome of Mayhem, there's this
rush to find a serious boyfriend/
· girlfriend that will ultimately lead_
to marriage. Well, here is my advice:
slow your roll. Just stop it. Like a
lot of things in the world, this is not
something chat should be rushed.
Especially since marriage is kind of
a big deal. Like Chaco's.

According to my single friends,
dating is much like it was at
Harding. You meet people. You
hang out. You find someone
attractive so you ask him or her out.
You go out. Ifit's good, you go out
again. It's quite a simple process.
So, if you're leaving Harding
spouseless, don't worry. Yes, you
have a higher risk of dying alone; a,
sad and useless oblivion meant only
to create carbon dioxide for trees.
But get this: when it's Friday night,
guess who the flaky friends are? Yep,
your married friends. Overall, we
married people ¥C socially lame.
We're usually pretty poor starting
out, ~o we can't afford to go out
all the time. I love Geing married,
though, so shut up.
In conclusion
Overall, always do the following
no matter where you are: Seek God,
love others, and be true to who
God, made you to be. And never
settle for less. Luckily, I have a wife
who ke~ps me in check on all those
things. The world is scary at times,
but who cares, right? Everything is
temporary and pretty useless when
you hold it up to the light.

IKE PETERS is a guest
contributor for The Bison.
He may be.contacted at
ikepeters45@gmail.com

Confessions of an Unhappy Cynic
've always been a generally
happy person. I grew up in
a loving family in a middle
class suburb of Detroit a,nd, while
employment was sometimes a
problem for one of my parents,
we never went without what we
needed. I had a happy childhood
full of cross-country vacations,
Tigers baseball and ari abundance
of friends. I say this to preface
something that's been on my mind
lately, and that is that even though
I've been blessed with a good life
thus far I now find myself unhappy
'Yith some aspects of my life and
the biggest reason I can think of
for this is cyajcism.
This was a topic .in chapel just
the other day, and this may seem
like a broken record, but I couldn't
help but realize just how much
the topic has been on my mind
lately. I've noticed myself saying
negative things that questioned
the motives or background of
others only to later find that these
words or displays were genuine in
their delivery. I have become well
accustomed to the taste of my own
foot. I've come to realize, though,

JONATHAN MAXWELL
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that I can be cynical without
opening my mouth, and I'm just
as unhappy as I am when I do. So
what's going on? Why do I find
myself unhappy with some things
in life? It's all about my attitude,
and I know that I'm not al~ne.
While talking to several other
students this semester, I've found
that many have shared my distrust
of others and seem as equally jaded
as myself, if n ot more so. We're
unsure of what we want to do once
we graduate. We don't know what
to think of our political leaders.
I've even heard the phrase, "I'm
trying to be.Jess cynical about
chapel this year," from several
people, which suggests that some
even harbor a certain amount of
distrust toward Harding and its
community. It would seem that we
have reached a point in our culture
where we would rather look on
everything and everyone with

suspicion or hostility rather than
evaluate the real value they have
to offer..
Through these past four years
I have met some of my closest
and dearest friends and shared
incredible experiences with them
that I would never h ave known if it
were not for this university. I have
grown spiritually, whether through
Bible classes, devotionals or while
studying at HUG. In short, I have
experienced life in ways that many
in this world don't, and when I ·
think with this perspective I can't
help but realize how blessed I am.
In this light I see that my cynicism
is unhealthy and it blinds me to
the blessings chat daily surround
me.
While Bruce Mel.any delivered
an excellent message on this topic
last week, I have to be ho~est and
say' that the man who really got me
to think about the effect cynicism
has had on my life was a man who
has made a career out of reaching
the college-age demographic
through the television set, Conan
O 'Brien. In the midst of losing
his dream job through what many

consider a raw deal, he left his post
with grace and dignity, offering
words of wisdom that have helped
him through his career, probably
now more than ever. "All I ask of
you, especially young people ... is
one thing. Please don't be cynical."
In closing, I offer these
thoughts for you to take or leave
oh your own volition. I can only
change my point of view and in
the end we are held accountable
for ourselves. I may not-always like .
,....
my circumstances, but I can still
choose to live my life trusting that
I have a just and loving God who
sees far more than I do. That God
wants me to live a life of sacrifice
and love and the apostle Paul tells
us in 1Corinthians13 that, "Love
does not delight in evil but rejoices
with the truth. It always protects,
always trusts, always hopes, always
perseveres." Given the choice
between cynicism and love, I
choose love.

~

JONATHAN.MAXWELL is a
guest contributor for The Bison.
He may be contacted at
jmaxwell@harding.edu

Selective Discio·sure
When Bryan Clifton stepped down as SA
President, we at The Bison knew we would
have to cover it as a news story. When some
people picked up a .copy of this newspaper
and started reading that n ews story, they were
hoping to find private details, confirmed
rumors, juicy gossip and the "real story"
behind Bryan's dep arture.
We sincerely hope chose people were
disappointed by what they read.
As reporters we are tasked with finding,
and sometimes uncovering, truth. But we
do it for the benefit of society, so that you
may know what you need to live freely and
fully. While some newspapers would refuse
to rest until they had exposed every single
d etail of the "momentary lack of judgment"

Bryan referred to in his chapel speech, we
saw that we had a choice. We could pursue
full exposure, which would satisfy a lot of the
base, prurient curiosity out there, but likely
at the cost 'of someone's reputation. Or we
could practice restraint and limit our inquiries
to matters that have a direct impact on our
lives and our values. We chose the second
path, chose to hold human dignity above
animal curiosity. We believe we are justified
professionally and ethically.
W e cannot make this choice for others;
even the best reporting won't freeze every
rumor. But we would encourage m embers of
the student body, when they hear something
that could be true, would be scandalous or
embarrassing if it was true, to be their own

journalists. Always ask questions. How did
you hear this information? When did you
hear it? Have you checked it with people
doser to the source? And if you find yourself ~.
tempted by the unknown, the loosely locked
secrets of someone else's affairs, then ask
your-self a question: would it be the e~d
of your world if you just didn't ask? Just
remember, secrets can't be stopped once they
start spreading, and a little curioisty can lead
to the end of someone's world.
We at the Bison stand by our
committment to the truth, and we recognize
its power both to liberate and to shackle. We
hope you do too.

-The Bison Staff
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Valentine's Day may'. be lqng over, but some Harding students are still searching for that special someone. The'

(
g

Bison is .making that ~earch easier by assembling Harding's Most Eligible Singles all onto one page. Enjoy!

Sachelor Matt

;

. ................. lh:

ff~,

1

I

Ifyou were a flavor of ice cr~am what would it be? ''Mint Chocolate Chip, because it
makes my breath nice.. .just in case."

.

What isyour idea of the perfect date in Searcy? "Take her to Fuji and then go out to
· Midnight Oil later and talk in the moonlight then get her to scratch my back."
1 What do y:ou think your greatest acliievement is so far in your life? "Swimming to
I the island in Porto Rafti, Greece at HUG." (Total of well over 3 miles}
• What is your favorite season? "Flight ofthe Concords season two"
Something you have to do before you die? "Perform live with a Big Band."
If you were interested in a girl, would you try to sit by her in chapel?
"No, .i:he. wouldn'("'see me enough; I have not been going to chapel. Whoops. When I skip
she migbt tale ~,ptrsonally."
Tgp ~favtdt¢ hobbies? "Playing music, swimming, long drives when my car isn't
brok]i. •

Dog3!_ermn or Cat ~son: "Db-gs. They are so loyal, compassionate, and snuggly.
Juil"./ih 1ny itkali woman~"

Name: Matt Parks
A2e:2l'*
'
Cfass.i.fication~Junior
Major: Mmic Education
Hometown: Belton, Texas
~:~·

Sachelorette Jessica
What is the perfect ~?i"Apdl~. ':Ji n~t'too· hot1
'and not too cold. Al/you need is a lfg,litjadet. ~
What hobbies do you :wanrto n.ue 'With some- I
one special? "Sports, books, rnovies, mischi:e,v()ta '()nduct,

ibreaking all the rules ... oh yeah!"

·

1

'H ave ou thought about your weddin yet? ,"Well, I go to Hardin . .. so, es. The colors
will be black and gold, obviously. A squirre~will pe the ring bearer. We;ft tie
ring on his

;/e.

back." .

I

'
What kind of person are you looking for? ,"Has 'to make me laugh. Goad hair. A wookie
would work. I've always liked that. "
Any other requirements? "Must play Sut,er Nintendo. I wilt not budge on that."
What pick up line would work on yoq? Proclaiming "Date me" in your best Batman f
Christian Bale voice. "
.
Are you open to dating freshman? "Freshman? Yes. Sure, why not?"

Ifyou could only eat chicken biscuits or chicken nuggets from the caf the rest of
your life, which would you choose? Chicken biscuits. A romantic dinner would be candle
light and chicken biscuits and gummy worms. H~'s got to know how to treat me right."

4

Jac·helorette Erin

•

Name: Jessica Ardery
Age:21
·
, , Classification: Junior
Major: PrintJournalism
Hometown: Newport, Ark.

Jache.lor Pavid

~ftme: E~ S':no:S'., · .
A~:19

Classm&tion: F..3'hman

What cafeteria line woulcl lesCiibe~ ~st

and why?

"Probably_ the salad bar line cau~ l'r#a hiefllli,.JIJl.ru."'
.
What is your idea of the eertett date in Searcy? "Luigi Italian Restaurantfor dinner, Co/J~e artdll;$f1trl'e .pt t}J.e underground
and-then stargazinf[ at the golf.course.
Something you have to do before you die? "Climb the Seven Summits andfind Noah's
Ark."
.
,
. ·
Favorite romantic comedy and why? "Serendipity because that really did happen to metwice."
·
.
tMajc>:r: SocialWo&
*'
llouaetown: Buford, Ga.

If you were dating or interested in a girl, would you trr to sit by her in chapel?

"No couples that 17mow that sit together usually break up the next semester or that semes. ter."
1

What literary or movie character are yo~ most similar to or most identify with? "I

have been told in myyounger years (by my mother) that I looked like the little boy from the
Santa Claus movie. I feel I most connect with the great literary Biblical character of.King Da-·
vid. No matter how many times he messed up, he always chased God and somehow God always
showed him love."
·
What was one of the last CDs you bought? "The Iron Man Soundtrack"
Top 3 favorite hobbies? "§ports, reading,fingf_rtip pushups"
You only have enough DCB for one meal, wnere ao you spend it? "Java City"

Jachelorette 0.enesis

Name: David}. Schilling .
Age:l9·
.
Classification: Sophomore
Major: Youth & Family Ministty and

What would be the ~erfect date?
"For me, going out to ainner and then gotng. t'o a
concert. Those are always fun because you get to ee
their crazy side".

..

~ecttonicMediafroduction

Hometown: Champaign, Ill:

Ifyou were a breakfast food, what would yCJu
be? ·
'1 am going to have to go with-waHles".

E
f

.

·

·

What is die first thing you l.Mk"lor in a guy?
"I think it would be eyes and t/Jl!.ir,facialfeature. I dcn't like beards; I like them clean-shaven".
What is a deal breaker on. the fttlt;,.date?
"It would probably be when&they start ta?lt,ing t106Uf their life story all night; when they are
sel[-center;tf. Friendships tafl..e time"':
·
.

If a ma1or was allJou coMa go by, who. woubl you date?

"Probably Pre-Me . Or Ps1cho1vgy; IU/l:e guys wqq think a lot~
What personality traits ao~s a gay have to ha1"e?
They have to be humorous; they cannot be dull They have ta be very energetic and spontaneous.

•

What is the best way for a guy to get your attention?
I like KJ!YS who come up and introduce (hemselves to me; lf!J!S who are confident.
WhatlJisney princess would you be?
'

Name: Gen~is Mantera
Age:20
.
CJassificatioo:Sophomore
Major: Fashion Merchandising

fa~~

'

Hom.e.towntMt.Jlleasant, Texas
<ii'
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Young golf
team showing
bright· future
by CHRIS O'DELL
sports editor
This year's Bison golf team contains six player. All
six of those golfers are in their freshman or sophomore
seasons. With such a young and inexperienced group,
success can be unpredictable and sporadic. However,
youth hasn't affected everyone on the squad.
"I don't think it has played that big of a factor in
our tournaments," freshman Blake Chase said. "Every
person on the team has a solid resume and has played
a lot of competitive gol£"
Chase said the adjustment to collegiate golf is
something golfer can make fairly easily, but the
experience gained along the way doesn't hurt either.
"I do think we will become more accustomed to
the college golf atmosphere arid that can do nothing
but help us," Chase said. Chase, in his first season from Colleyville, Texas,
was a four-time all-district and three-time all-region
honoree in high school. He also made the Texas Junior
Golf Tour All-Tournament Team twice during his
time at Fort Worth Christian.
Chase has also seen instant success during his
short career as a Bison golfer. The Texas native tied
a 30-year-old school record with a 66 in one round
at the Bison Fall Golf Classic. His two-round score
during the tournament shattered a school record by
six strokes. Former Bison Dustin Gourley held the
previous record.
Chase and his teammates ended the tournament
with a third-place finish. He said that kind-of finish
is ex~ctly what the team is capable of with so much
talent on one team.
"I feel we have shawn signs of greatness this season,"
Chase said. "We played well at our first tournament
this year, and we are only going to get better from
here on out. As a team, we need to get back to basics
and just go play golf and we will continue to improve
from here on out."
Freshman Ryan Hadash said the team has shown
signs of consistency for such a young .grotip of guys.
"Tournament experience can only help individuals,"
Hadash said. "Every player can admit to having nerves
or jitters before and during the first few tournaments.
Some still have them now, but with more experience
we will be able to calm down and play our game."
Like Chase, Hadash is one of four freshmen on the
Bison team. The Keller, Texas, native said he expects
positive results for the remainder of the season.
"We have a few tough weeks coming up with
many challenging tournaments in a row," Hadash
said. "But we are all optimistic for our season ahead,
and I think with some hard work and dedication
we can hope for a few high finishes and maybe a
win here and there."
With such a young and talented group, the future
looks bright for the men's team. In fact, with the
improved success of the team, recruiting should get
easier and easier for head coach Dustin Howell.
"The better team you have, the more people will
- want to be a part of it," Hadash said. "Many golfers
try to use a college te~m as a way to better their game
in hopes of one day becoming professional."
Ifthe cycle keeps going for the Bisons, the golf team
could be one dangerous group for opposing teams in
the near future. With the talented young core the team
has together now, it might be a sure thing for Chase,
Hadash and the rest of the Bison golf team.
"We are just going to play the game we love and
hope it loves us back," Hadash said.

a

1- Photo by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Junior high jumper Dia Gibson competes at a recent track meet at First Security Stadium. Gibson cleared a
height of 5' 3" to place third at the Arkansas State Kick-off Klassic to start the season.

Track season takes flight
by STEPHANIE GREGORY
student writer
The indoor track season is now
underway an~ the outdoor meets will
start in March. Indoor track mainly
focuses on individual runners, but this
indoor season is showing Steve Guymon,
Harding Universiry, track coach, that
the team will be in good shape for the
upcoming outdoor season.
"We have had a really good year so
far" Guymon said.
· On Feb. 12, the.track team traveled
to the Iowa State Track and Field
Classic. Frank Bolling and Daniel
Kirwa both ran NCAA provisional
qualifying times. Bolling placed fifth
out of 69 runners in the 800-meter.
He broke his own personal best as
well as Harding's 800-meter school
record with a time ofl minute 53.04
seconds. In the 2009 season, Bolling
beat Harding's 800-met«r record with
the time of 1:53.13.
Kirwa competed in the men's 5000meter race. He placed ninth out of 30
runners with a time of14:43.65. Kirwa,
a two-time All-American in the indoor
5000 meter, has the ninth fastest 5000
meter time in Division II.
However, the final list of runners
competing in the NCAA Indoor
Championships will not come out

until Feb. 28 when Harding's distance
medley will make an appearance. 'Jhe
distance medley, which is ranked 12
in the nation, consists of Ryan Johnson, Blake Arnold, Frank Bolling and
Manase Busienei.
Guymon said he is proud of what
his team has accomplished individually
in indoor and cannot wait to see what
his team has to offer when outdoor
season begins.
"As a team we do the best we can
an~ we are really looking forward to
competing in the outdoor meets,"
Guymon said.
Guymon expects to see big things
from Bolling, who runs the 400-meter
and is the only senior distance runner
on the team. Bolling is currently ranked
10 in his 800-meter time. However, he
was unable to race in the 2009 outdoor
season.
Kirwa is a four-time nationalchampion
Last season he won the NCAA Division
II individual national championship in
both the 5000-meter and 10000-meter.
He won the 5000-meter with a time of
14:17.05 and the 10000-meter with a
time of29:46.84.
Arnold posted a career-best 400meter time of 48.5 6 and had the
fastest 400-meter time by a Bison
in 2009.
Senior Logan Wheeler competes in

the hurdles. Wheeler ran a career best in
the .;!Q09 outdoor season with the time
ofl5.50 in the 110-meter hurdles.
On the women's side, Guymon
is looking at serlior distance runner
Katy Grant. _G rant competes in the
steeplechase, 1500-meters and 5000-meters. Last year Grant set a school
record in the steeplechase with a time
of1~3~83.
·
Another Lady Bison to look at this
coming season is junior high jumper
Dia Gibson. Gibson jumped in six
meets last season and took home first
at two of them. She finished top ten in
every meet she entered.
"Sprinter Corey Howard is doing
really well and is someone to look at in
the next few years" Guymon said.
· Howard is someone that the team
is looking at to become a leader in the
next few years. Harding has several
successes on the track but is gaining
more success on the field.
Another promising freshman is
Tiffany Chambers. Chambers, who
competes in the p·ole vault, placed
third in the Mule Relays at University of Central Missouri on Feb. 6.
Chambers bested the school record
by almost a foot, vaulting 10 feet and
2 inches.
The next indoor track meet will be
see TRAC~ page 2b

· Durant growing into one of NBA's top players
CHRIS O'DELL

The
Leadoff
Standing 6'9" with a freakish 7'5" wingspan, Kevin Durant
wowed NBA scouts with his natural
scoring ability in college. Scouts
watched Durant as he dominated
college basketball and took home
eight National Player of the Year
Awards as a true freshman at the
University ofTexas.
Experts tried to draw comparisons to players like Dirk Nowitzki
and Tracy McGrady. 'IJ-iose comparisons allowed Durant to be
selected as the second overall pick
in the NBA draft. However, even
Nowitzki and McGrady, two elite
NBA players, may not have done
Durant justice.
After winning the Rookie of the
Year Award in 2007-08, there were
still many questions surrounding
Dur.ant's all-around game. He c_ould
obviously light up the scoreboard,

;

..

but his shot selection, propensity.
for turnovers and unwillingness
to get to the foul line left a lot of
room for improvement.
- In his second season in the
NBA, Durant improved in nearly
every statistical category. He raised
his scoring average five points per
contest to an impressive 25.3 points
per game. He managed to grab just
under seven rebounds and dish
out nearly three assists per game
for the Oklahoma City Thunder.
Perhaps more impressive than his
leap in scoring was the efficiency
with which Durant scored.
The former Longhorn shot 48
percent from the field, 42 percent
on threes and 86 percent from the
free-throw line. Separately, each
category might not look extremely
impressive, but together they
make one crazy stat line. In fact,
not even Tracy McGrady, Allen
Iverson or Kobe Bryant has ever
accomplished such a feat in their
illustrious careers.
Certainly Durant is no longer
capable of surprising basketball fans
by his natural ability to put the ball
in the goal. If that didn't end after

last season, it certainly has now.The 18-8 record during that span. The in the Western Conference, but in
only question Durant spectators stretch of26 games has Durant as the entire NBA. With Durant's
are asking now is just how good one of only three players in the last combination oflength, silky smooth
-can No. 35 be?
30 years to put up such a consistent ball handling, shooting touch and
Apart from his B1g 12 domina- stretch of games. The only other natural ability to score, the Thunder
tion, the first sign NBA fans got two players to rake in such numbers fprward might be the leagues premier
of Durant's greatness was in the in that period of time were Allen player in the future - even more
so than LeBronJames.
rookie-sophomore c;:hallenge last Iverson and Michael Jordan.
season when "Durantula"went for
Much like the rivalry between
The streaking Thunder team
46 poin~s and appeared to be on a has won seven straight games Magic Johnson and Larry Bird in
completely different _level than any and is in position to earn its first the 80s, the_possible future rivalry
other player in the·game.
playoff berth since the franchise between Durant and James might
This year, Durant has taken his moved to Oklahoma City. The be just as entertaining to watch.
game to a whole new level .:_ a scariest thing for opposing teams Bird and Magic were the game's
level that can only be matched by to remember is that Durant is best players of their decade, and
Durant and James will most likely
maybe two or three 'players in the only 21-years-old.
In fact, the entire core of the be the best two players of the next
game today. In fact, after Kobe
Bryant and LeBronJames, Durant Thunder is built around young and decade.
At just 21 years of age, the quesmightverywell be the league's third talented players. With the Lakers,
best player.
Spurs, Mavericks and Suns having tion again comes up: just how good
With hard work and a willing- their franchise players on the backend c;an No. 35 be? No one knows for
ness to improve any weaknesses in oftheir careers, the Western Confer- sure, but my guess is that he's better
his game, Durant is ~veraging 29. 7 - ence could very well be -dominated than anyone else in the game six
poifltS, 2. 9 assists and 7.5 rebounds by Durant and his Thunder in the _years from now.
per game; while doing it at an in- years to come.
Fast-forward six years or so
credibly consistent pace. Just how
consistent has Durant been?
from now, with Kobe Bryant; Tim CHRIS O'DELL
The third-year forward has Duncan, Dirk Nowitzki and Steve serves as the sports editor for
scored at least 25 points in his last Nash retired from the game of the 2009-2010 Bison.
26 games while leading a young and basketball, and Kevin Durant might He may be contacted at
inexperienced Thunder team to an be the creaqi of the crop, net only codell@harding.edu ·
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Bison Notes
Bia~eball splits
home series ·
information courtesy of HU
Sports Information

Bisons split doubleheader against Drury
After having six games cancelled or postponed because of
snow, the Harding baseball team
finally played its first home games
of 2010 on Tuesday, splitting a

doubleheader with Drury. The
Bisons won the opener 11-7 and
fell 9-4 in game two.
Harding (1-5) scored in five of
the six innings in which it batted
in game one and took a 6-5 lead in
the bottom of the second, scoring three·runs. Redshirt freshman Anthony Guglielmi had a
two-n,m, bases loaded single to tie
the game, and Jason Nappi scored
on.aDrury throwing error to take
the lead.
Junior Clay West doubled in

two in the third inning to give
Harding an 8-5 lead. Freshman
Erin McCarver drove in a run in
the fourth on a sacrifice fly. Adam
Robertson doubled in a run in
the six, and Paul Anzalone scored
on a balk to close the scoring for
Harding. ,
The Bisons used five pitchers
in the opener, each on a 30-pitch
limit. Alex Smith (1-1) earned
the win, pitching one inning and
allowing no runs on three hits.
Senior Troy Keith started and gave

The Bison

up five runs in 1 1/3 innings.
Harding had nine hits in the
game, two each from Jason Nappi,
Guglielmi and Robertson. McCarver drove in thr~e.
Stephei;i. Bloss (0-1) suffered
the loss for the Panthers. He allowed seven earned runs in 2 213
innings.
Drury (1-1) took advantage of
four Harding errors to score five
unearned runs in game two. ~yle
Cline (0-1) made his first start
of the season 'for the Bisons and

took the loss. He allowed three
earn.e d runs over four innings,
walking four and striking out
four.
Harding had seven hits in game
two with Heath Boyd and Charles
Bradley picking up two each. Boyd
also drove in two runs. Drury had
four players with two hits in their
10-hit attack.
Harding is back in action with
a pair of doubleheaders against
Alabama-Huntsville on Saturday
and Sunday atJerry Moore Field.

Trade deadline changing NBA landscape
JAMES BUCE

Guest

Sports
Column

L

ast weekend Dallas hosted
the NBA All-Star Game,
the break in the season
when players can relax before the
push for the playoffs.
To most, the All-Star
Game marks the midpoint
of the season, but for some,
the second half of the season
does not begin until the trade
deadline has passed. This year
during the All-Star Game
the first big trade prior to
the deadline was announced.
A seven player deal sending Caron Butler, Brendari
Haywood and DeShawn Stevenson from the Washington
Wizards to the Dallas Mavericks in exchange for Josh
Howard, Drew Gooden and
two other players. The Mavericks made the trade hoping to
shorten the gap between the
L.A. Lakers and the rest of
the Western Conference.
Thursday, Feb. 18, at 3 p.m.. ,
the trade deadline, marks the day
when fans either look toward
next season or begin to believe
this is the year. lbursday was the
last day teams were able to make
in-season trades.
Every year in the NBA,
players are placed on the trading block for teams in hopes of
winning a championship. One
player could make or break a

TRACK:

season for most franchises, and
this time of year, commentators
are speculating about where
players may end up.
The biggest name in circulation this year was All-Star
Amare Stoudemire of the
Phoe'nix Suns. A trade involving
Stoudemire would put pressure
on the Suns and make the team
getting him an instant threat for
the championship.
The NBA is unique because
teams look to make big moves
and are willing to trade the
future of the franchise for one
player, whereas other professional
sports tend to let their respective
trade deadlines pass·without any
big maves.
This past season in the NFL,
one trade made headlines when
Braylon Edwards of the Cleveland Browns was sent to the New
York Jets. The trade was a big
deal because rarely a.re top not~h
players traded midseason in the
NFL, and Braylon Edwards is
not a top tier receiver (the Jets
did make the playoffs, while the
Browns continued to look toward
next year). The chances of one
player making a significant difference in the NFL are laughable,
so trades are usually saved for the
offseason.
Major League Baseball tends
to share this same sentiment.
Trades are regular throughout
the MLB season, but big name
players are normally not involved.
MLB is also different than the
NBA or NFL because it has two
trade deadlines (non-waiver and
waiver), and teams are able to
send players packing through the
end of August.

photo courtesy of Associated Press
New York Knicks center David Lee (42) battles for the ball against Washington Wizards center Brendan Haywood (33) during the second half of an NBA basketball game, Saturday, Jan. 30, 2010, in
Washington. Haywood was recently traded to the Dallas Mavericks with two other teammates.

The NBA is different. One
player can change a team's playoff
hopes, and now is the only time
the trade can be made.
This year the trade deadline in
the NBA is causing a greater stir
compared to past years because
of the number of players whose
contracts expire at the end of the
season. Teams want to keep their
superstars and, in doing so, are
trying to trade for complementary players.
Other teams are gearing up

for the free agency frenzy in the
offseason by trading. expiring
contracts and freeing up money
in order to make a push at one of
the big free agents. Many teams
are writing off the current season.
and hoping for something better
next year.
This tends to create a larger
gap between the good and bad
of the NBA but will continue
to happen if teams want the
big trade and hold out for
one player who can change a

franchise's history.
Whether a team is trying
to keep a ~uperstar or making
room for one later, the NBA
trade deadline makes for good
headlines and creates buzz
about the future of teams during the year.
JAMES BUCE is a guest sports
column ist for the 2009-2010
Bison. He may be contacted at
jbuce@ harding.edu

Harding begins indoor track season

CONTINUED from page 1 b

at the University of Nebraska in Lincoln,
Neb., on Feb. 20. The NCAA Indoor
Championship will be on March 12 in

-

-

-

Albuquerque, N .M.
The outdoor season will kick off on
March 20, at Rhodes College in Memphis, Tenn.

--

Even lf You'r·e
Youn~

a11d Health~,
Flu Can Make f ou Sick
Even though students are
gen erally strong and h ealthy,
there is a good chance that you
can catch the 2009 H1N1 flu
(sometimes called "swine flu")
and get seriously sick. That's
why the Arkansas Department
of Health is urging all students
to get the 2009 H1N1 vaccine
and the seasonal flu shot this
flu season.

Sierra Rollins
• Scoreg 38 points in two
games, averaging 19

The H1N1 vaccine is produced
the same way as seasonal flu
vaccines are made, and the
Health D epartment has given
hundreds of thousands of flu
shots this season without a
single serious reaction. Since it
takes two weeks to build
immunity, it's important to get
vaccinated as soon as possible.

t4), Arkansas

•:J~~ Department
~v of Health

Keeping 16ur Hometown Healthy

points per game
• Hit 15-of-30 shots from
the field and went 7-9 at
the free thtow line. She
also had 9 steals

And if you can't stand needles,
no worries. The H1N1 flu
vaccine comes in a nasal sptay,
too.
So contact your school health
center to find out where to get
vaccinated.

For more information, visit www.healthyarkansas.com
f
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Ingraham encourages action Business team
plans seminar
in Honduras
by CARLY KESTER
assistant copy editor

photo by NOAH DARNELL I the Bison
ASI speaker Laura Ingraham addresses the audience regarding the American situation and current political issues. lngraham's book, "Power to the People," made the top of the New York Time's Best Seller List.

by CARRIE MARTIN
student writer

"At this point, I expect to see him avoid the apathy trap.
With these instructions, she gave
making an upside down pineapple
cake with Rachel Ray," Ingraham her audience the belief that they
The American &tudies Institute said.
have an impact. Most importantly
hosted Laura Ingraham,Tuesday, Feb.
Ingraham ribbed Vice President however, Ingraham addressed the
16, at 7:30 p.m. in the Benson Audi- Joe Biden as well.
students.
torium at Harding University.
"You have more time," Ingraham
"By the way, Joe Biden - just
Ingraham, a graduate of Dart- laugh, that's the joke."
said. "You have better opportunities
mouth College and University of
Now, Ingraham was not totally now than you will ever have.
Virginia School of Law, has worked sacking the Democratic Party, but she
Ingraham rallied for young votas a defense attorney, columnist and was not exactly holding back either ers to voice their opinions, even ifit
television commentator. She is a - well, maybe slightly because she means dismissing decorum.
nationally syndicated radio host and was on a Christian campus.
"It's your country - make sure
author, who has recently had her
1hroughout the lecture, Ingraham you vote. Don't be afraid to speak out;
latest book "Power to the People," also brought some interesting to don't be afraid to offend someone,"
at the top of the New York Times points to the table.
Ingraham said.
Best Seller List.
She reported that before she left
Ingraham encouraged the audiTuesday, Ingraham addressed her room tonight, a CNN poll re- ence to work towards making a
American patriotism, a message ported that 52 percent of Americans better nation.
discussed in her book "Power to the believe Obama does not deserve a
"Our country will either become
People." Though comically done, second term. With this statement, stronger, or America will be no
Ingraham grabbed her audience's Ingraham had her audience applaud more," Ingraham said.
attention with jokes about the even louder.
By the end of the night. Ingraham
Democratic Party and maintained
Ingraham listed four traps that had encouraged many individuals
that attention by simply being famous. should be avoided in decision making: to perpetuate their paradigms and
For example, Ingraham took jabs at "dorit fall into bipartisanship, avoid in may have garnered more supporters
to President Barack Obama.
fighting, avoid the vagueness trap and in the mean time.

"What we
wa nt to
accomplish is
that preachers
may have
another source
of income."

This summer, Harding
University will be participating
in a business seminar at the
Baxter Institute inTegucigalpa,
Honduras.
Budd Hebert, Director of
the International Business
Department, along with Walton
Daniel Avelar
Scholars Carmen Cuadra and
Walton Scholar
Daniel Avelar will be speaking
at the seminar.
materials ready, collaborating
The seminar will be part with lectures and organizing
of the Harding Character housing and food.
Initiative program and teaches
C uadra revealed that she
students how the American hopes the preachers will learn
business model is run.
the importance of combining
The purpose ofthe seminar God and work.
is to educate preachers on
"D hopeJ that Baxter parhow to start and run their l'icipants will understand and
own businesses and how to undertake the concept ofdoing
invest capital. Students from business with God in play,"
the Baxter Institute, including Cuadra said. "Business is not
former Walton Scholars, will abominable. It's the principal
be attending.
source of our lifestyle, what
.Hebert has done other we consume, what we wear,
business-related seminars in eat ... and by putting God
Japan, Nigeria, China, United and business together, this
Kingdom, Russia, Germany great formula can guarantee
and Guatemala, among others. the church expansion and its
This summer will be the first auto-sustainability."
time the seminar will occur
Avelar's part in the semiin Honduras.
. nar will be organization and
According to Hebert, the teaching classes.
idea of bringing the seminar
"I will be sharing my
to Honduras was developed business knowledge and my
after discussing it with Howard insights of the American busiNorton, president of Baxter ness model with the students
at Baxter," Avelar said.
Institute.
"We want to take a step
Avelar said he wants the
forward and also teach them preachers who attend the seminar
how to get business knowledge, to learn how to independently
which will help them to work run their businesses.
"What we want to acin benefit of their own communities," Hebert said.
complish is that preachers
Along with speaking and may have another source of
teaching at the seminar, the income beside of what they
Walton Scholars will have receive for their work at the
other duties as well.
church,"Avelar said. 'We want
Cuadra said her duties will preachers that can depend on
include assist!ng instructors and what they do and not entirely
m aking sure they have their on sponsors."

Talent show raises funds for Honduran kids
by KYLIE AKINS
assistant news editor
Many musicians at Harding
feel their talents are not their
own and the gifts they have
serve a greater purpose than
bringing fume upon themselves.
17 artists performed in the
Smiles for Christ talent show
Friday night- but no one was
there to win.
·
As junior Flor Ramos,
member ofthe Walton Scholar's
benefit organization Smiles for
Christ, took the stage at the
Underground Coffeehouse
she revealed the reason for
the talent show that night
with a story.
"There's a community of
people who live in the dump,
like in the trash, in Tegucigalpa,
the capital city of Honduras,"
Ramos said. "Many of you
are from capital cities. Do
you have any idea how much
trash a capital city can produce?
And can you imagine 2,000
people living out ofit? Out of
recycling, eating from trash?
We do, because we have been
there."
Senior Tadeo Sequeira,
founder of Smiles for Christ,
reported that out of the 2,000
people living in the dump, 250
to 300 are children. Before

Sequeira came to Harding, he
witnessed the desperate situation of those living in poverty
in the capital city through a
high school service project.
He brought to the university
his passion to aid these people
and created Smiles for Christ
in 2007. Smiles for Christ
supports an organization
called Amor, Fe, Esperanza,
translated "Love, Faith, Hope,"
which created a school that
provides education and food
for the impoverished children
offamilies living in the dump
in Tegucigalpa.
For $1 a vote, those attending the talent show could vote
for their favorite artist of the
night. Though this event wa~
not one of the organization's
major fundraisers, Smiles for
Christ was able to raise $168
through nine performances
,that night. Ramos said this
is a small amount of money
compared to the $400 to
$500 they raise through their
cookouts during the school
year, but this event's primary
goal was to draw attention to
the situation.
"We just want to create
awareness that there are less
fortunate people around the
world, especially outside
of America," Ramos said.

"Everybody else outside the
states-we don't have the same
opportunities that you do.
We want to show the world
that there is extreme poverty
going on and that we can do
something about it."
SeniorThomas Hill,guitarist
and singer in the talent show,
said he saw the talent show as
a creative way to support the
Smiles for Christ cause.
"Unfortunately, a lot of
times, without incentive, people
have a hard time participating
in charitable events," Hill said.
"Music is such a major unifying
factor among people. Ifwe can
get people interested in the
event and get them there by
advertising a musical lineup,
then we can get them in a
position where theywill have an
opportunity to donate money
and do some good."
Another singer/songwriter,
sophomore April Souza, has
seen the poverty ofthe dumps
in Mexico and said the cause
ofthe talent show was personal
to her. Performing original
songs in front of the Friday
night audience, Souza said she
was excited to be able to help
through her talent.
"You can use [talent].
for selfish reasons-to pump
yourself up, feed your own ego

and become rich," Souza said.
"But none ofthat stuffis in the
long term fulfilling, and it's not
what Jesus has asked us to do.
If you can do the same but
accomplish something good,
you might as well. I feel like
I'm doing what I need to do:
using what God has given to
give back to his children."
A range of musical styles
was displayed by the participants, from covers to original
songs, English to Spanish and
guitars to keyboards. Bilingual
performers Josh Davila and
Cesar Baria came in first place,
and Souza placed second.
By the end of the show, the
Underground could no longer
seat the overflow of the talent
show's audience.
Senior Ben Cornier and
those who played with him
performed not only at the
talent show that night but also
later at the Harding Tents and
Tarps event. As soon as they
finished their last song, they
left to set up at the event's
site in the Ganus Athletic
Center.
"There were a lot oftalented
photo by KYLIE AKINS I the Bison
people," Ramos said. "I was The auxillary percussionist of the band, "Friends" belts
amazed by some of them.
out a song as part of the Smiles for Chrit t talent show,
We have some very talented
which raised $168 to benefit poor Hondurans.
people, especially here at
Harding."
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Moscow Chamber Orchestra
perforrns despite incle~ent weather
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The phrase, "The show must go on,"
was very much the case for Moscow's
C hamber Orchestra Kremlin's performance on Tuesday, Feb. 9, in the
Administration Auditorium. Despite
the fact that campus had been closed
since Monday afternoon due to snow,
the Tuesday evening concert continued
as planned.
The Chamber Orchestra Kremlin
is currently on tour in the U.S.. On
M onday, Feb. 8, the group performed
in Ruston, La., at Louisiana Tech University and also performed in Pittsburg,
Kan. at Pittsburgh State University on
Wednesday, Feb. 10, the day after their
Harding performance.
"I considered closing it since schools
were closed, but we knew that we
couldn't reschedule it so I called David
Burks to get permission," Dr. Cliff
Ganus III said.
Ganus was determined that the
concert could not be rescheduled for
another day due to tour obligations.
Actions were taken to place an an nouncement on Pipeline and to contact
local radio stations to alert people that
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"I was disappointed in the turnout
because it was an internationally renowned group and they were by far the
best string orchestra I've ever heard,"
Parks said. "Tchaikovsky's evocative
serenade to strings encouraged my
enthusiasm for this underappreciated
art form."
Brandon Ragsdale, a junior music
major, was also very impressed by
the Chamber Orchestra Kremlin's
performance.
"Initially I didn't want to go to the
concert because of our day off," Ragsdale said. "But I was glad that I went
anyway because one of their pieces
was a Shostakovich piece that I had
never heard before, and it was one of
the most emotional pieces I have ever
heard. They were so precise in the way
they played, when I closed my eyes,
they sounded like a recording."
Although the snow and ice provided
an excuse for many to not attend the
concert, those attendees were glad
they did.
"I was glad that the performance
continued as scheduled, despite the
snow," Parks said. "It just goes to show
you, snow news is good news for the
Russians."

photo by MICHELLE MAKOOL
Moscow's Chamber Orchestra Kremlin performs in the Administration Auditorium on Tues., Feb. 9.
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On site maintenance

1 Cut off
4 Aeneid
8 To and
11 Roof
12
B. Toklas
14 Appeal
15 Dill seed
16 Jamborees
17 Expel
18 Majestically
20 Hateful
22 Age
23 Affirmative vote
24 Egg holders
28 Retrieve
30 Mollusk
31 Gazelles
33 Adolescent
35 Macaw
36 Fuse together
37 Dig
38 Shade trees
39 Goal
40 Brink
41 Porters
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45 Saddle horses
47 Disease controller
48 Wildebeest
49 Watering hole

Fl.lily furnished corporate units
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Fitness Center
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answer

My heart is in a world of water and
crystal,
My clothes are damp in this time of
.
.
sprmg rams.

Du Fu

THE FLATS
1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
Call

the concert was still on.
Not all performances could be salvaged though. The Chamber Orchestra
Kremlin had an outreach performance
scheduled for Searcy High School
Tuesday morning which was cancelled
along with Searcy High's classes.
The snow may have affected the
turnout; however, there was at least a
small turnout guaranteed for this Classical Lyceum Series performance: music
majors. All music majors are required
to attend lyceum performances by their
music forum class. Also, depending
on teachers, some music appreciation
classes offer extra credit for attending
these performances.
"I was really expecting a larger audience for this because they [Chamber
Orchestra Kremlin] are a class act,"
Ganus said. "They have performed in
many major venues throughout the
world."
Ganus estimated attendance to be
between 200 and 250 whereas Di Wu
had over 400 people at her piano performance in late January. However, Ganus
was not the only one to have hopes for
a bigger audience. Senior music major
Matt Parks shared Ganus' sentiment
concerning attendance turnout.
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Student releases free EP
Self-taught guitarist offers original music downloads online
by LAUREN BUCHER .
student writer
Guitar music has been drifting out
of Keller 301 and filling the hallway
since the beginning of the semester.
The music has been a personal project
for sophomore Christian Yoder. The
self-taught musician wrote and recorded
songs in his dorm room for "An Awkward Introduction (an EP),"which was
released Monday, Feb. 15, 2010.
"I hope that people enjoy my music
and are, in some way, encouraged by it,"
Yoder said. "That's basically why I am
releasing it."
.
The songs released on the EP are
"Crash Course,""Never Die,""Just like
a Villain," "My Tree," "Grave Digger"
and "Man on the Moon." The music is
a combination of folk and rock music
but does not clearly fall into a genre,
according to Yoder. Most of the songs
ofthe EP have been written this semester, with the exception of"Never Die,"
which he wrote in high school.
Writing songs has been a hobby
for Yoder over the past several years.
Even before he learned to play guitar,
he was interested in instruments. On .
the Internet, he found Reaper, a music
editing program, which let the user
pick instruments and compose music
virtually. He experimented by digitally
combining instruments.
During his senior year of high
school, he wanted to leatn how to
play a song on the guitar, so he began
teaching himself
"I just got pictures of chords and
where to put your fingers and stuff like
that, "Yoder said. "It was terrible at first,

but then it finally
got to be all right.
I qidn't write any
songs then that I
wanted to share
with anyone."
By playing
songs that heliked
from other bands;
like Nickel Creek
or Switchfoot,
he continued to
improve. As he
learned, he wrote
his own songs.
Although the
guitar is the only
instrument on "The
Awkward Introduction,"Yoder also plays the ukuJ.ele and
said that he has' a general desire to "fiddle
around" with a variety instruments.
The process of creating music has
·become an outlet of personal expression for Yoder.
,
"Ifl was in a creative mood, or feeling
down, or had something on my mind,
I would write a song,"Yoder said. "In
a sense, it's kind of like therapy too. Or
just having a diary."
Initially, he was reluctant to play
for people. As he continued to write,
Yoder began to play his music for close
friends. He saw that people enjoyed it
and that opened him to the possibility
of sharing it.
Making the EP release public was
not Yoder's idea. Although he wanted
to make a record of his music since he
began playing, his intention was to record
it for himself Eventually, friends started
~anting copies of songs and suggested

photo courtesy of Christian Yoder
an EP release. They encow;aged him to
share the music. He chose to produce
·and release the EP now because this
is the first time that he had the means
to polish it enough that he was willing
to share it.
The formal release ofthe EP was not
a money making venture for Yoder. He
is giving the music away- downloading the EP is free.
·
Some students have said that they
want to pay for the album. Ifthey decide
to, all of the money will be donated
to Haiti.
Yoder is also part ofthe band Eman~
cipastries. They have played at four
benefit concerts so far, including the In
Tents Night. Yoder plans to continue
his involvement with the band. The EP
release, ho~ever, was a solo project.
There are no physical copies of the
EP available for distribution. The Web
site www.jonyoder.com/anonymous has
the EP available for download.

MCCLAIN

student writer
Although funding was
recently cut for the Supplemental Instruction program
at Harding, one student
instructor has decided to
continue SI study sessions
without pay.
Senior Stephanie O'Brian
chose to keep teaching SI sessions for American national
government for free in order
to help students.
"When I found out no
courses would have SI this
semester, my heart truly

broke," O'Brian said. "I cried . Am.erican national govern- week from three to one.
and I am not a crier."
ment with Lori Klein.
"I believe the professors
Supplemental Instruction
On average nationally, · felt guilty for me doing that
offers help for students in students who attend sessions many sessions with no pay,"
courses that have a high number score halfa letter grade higher she said.
ofDs, Fs and Withdrawals, than students who do not.
O'Brian said she has met
mainly American ·national For students in O'Brian's ses- many of her friends in the
government, international sions, there is an entire letter sessions she has led and feels
relations and chemistry. SI grade difference. The average a general sense ofaccomplishsessions provide the oppor- attendance for students in SI ment when she helps students
tunity for students in difficult sessions is 5-10 people while raise their grades.
·classes to come together O'Brian's sessions usually have
"The decision to lead sesand master the material, as around 20.
sions without pay was easy,
"My record is 69 students, a true no brainer," O'Brian
well as to develop the study
skills necessary to succeed in some were sitting on the floor," said.
each class.
O'Brian said. "It was a good
"The decision to lead sesO'Brian began teaching and hectic time."
sions without pay was easy,
O 'Brian has had to scale a true no brainer," O'Brian
SI sessions in the fall of her
sophomore year after taking back the number ofsessions per said.

· Romance movies

Mardi Gras changes

compete in box office

student's opinion

by ALEXANDRA

MCCLAIN

student writer
Everyyear, Valentine's Day
sends couples flocking to the
movies to celebrate.This year,
"Valentine's Day" and "Dear
John" were the major date
movies.
"Valentine's Day" is loaded
with stars, including Julia
Roberts,Ashton Kutcher;Jamie
Foxx and Anne Hathaway.
Taylor Swift even tries her
hand at acting in this film.
Going into this movie,
expectations were high with
such big names. Unfortunately, those names were all
the film had. The concurrent
stories of love, loss and lust
of seemingly unrelated lives
worked for films like "Love
Actually" and "He's Just Not
That Into You.""Valentine's
Day'' fell fl.at.
The dialogue was poor and
none of the storylines were
particularly strong or interesting. Some jokes were funny,
and I will admit to laughing
out loud a time or two, but
several of the storylines seem
exceptionally contrived and
shallow as would be expected
when trying to cover the lives
of 20 people in two hours.
"Valentine's Day" probably

will not become a Hollywood
classic, but it was somewhat
enjoyable, or at least, not
miserable.
"Dear John" finally dethroned .James Cameron's
"Avatar" as the number one
film last week and maintained
its top spot this week. "Dear
John"is the complete opposite
of the feel good i;omantic
comedy "Valentine's Day."
This movie is a total downer
dealing with war, cancer,
autism and loss.
Amanda Seyfried is a far
better actress than I realized.
Her performance as Savannah
is actually quite powerful in
this film, in contrast to her
light-hearted roles in "Mamma
Mia" and "Mean Girls." She
goes through the whole spectrum ofemotion very fluidly
in "Dear John."
Normally, I don't enjoy
Channing Tatum as an actor, but he was also surprisingly enjoyable as John Tyree.
Tatum's character's tumultuous
relationship with his father
was one of my favorite parts
of the film.
While I'm normally a total
cynic when it comes to Nicholas Sparks-inspired movies, I
really appreciated "DearJohn''
'and highly recommend it over.
"Valentine's Day."

by ALEXANDRA

MCCLAIN
student writer
Harding students attending Mardi Gras sounds
a bit strange. Surprisingly,
it should not. It happens
every year, but people just
avoid talking about it for
fear of being judged for
attending such a "pagan"
celebration.
Mardi Gras is actually
rooted in the Catholic faith
and is celebrated all over the
world. It is a celebration
before Lent. The monthlong holiday culminates on
Fat Tuesday, the day before
Ash Wednesday.
As a Harding Student
who attended Mardi Gras
festivities in New Orleans,
I found myself learning a
lot about my faith. I learned
the kind of Christian I do
not want to be.
There were men and
women in the streets of
New Orleans using the
stereotypicallywild weekend
as a platform for judging
and condemning others. I
heard street preachers tell
people flat out that they
were going to hell with no
hope of redemption.
I do not want to do

that ip my Ch,r istian walk.
While there are things that
happen at Mardi Gras that
are not in agreement with
my faith, r see no reason
why a Christian should
not attend.
The way the spirit of the
Mardi Gras season engulfs
the city is intoxicating. Men
and women don purple,
gold and green clothing
to represent justice, power
and faith, respectively, while
children hide behind traditional masks and sit in
chairs affixed to ladders
specifically fashioned for
parade watching. Seeing the
parades ·and the smiles of
children when they catch the
throws, the trinkets, beads
or stuffed toy tossed from
the float, is priceless.
Attending Mardi Gras
was a very eye-opening experience. Until some friends
from Louisiana convinced
me that it was more than
drunkenness and debauchery,
I was among those judging
attendees and now, h aving
witnessed the family friendly
aspects of the holiday, I
appreciate it. It can still
be a hotbed of corruption,
but it is a celebration that a
Christian can enjoywithout
compromising values .
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Winter weather
cancels flight,
strands student
· by JOSEPH
DICKERSON

SI funding cut, lessons continue
by ALEXANDRA

Friday,

been rebooked to fly out
on Monday.
By Sunday, the Washstudent writer
ington,D.C. area had three
While most stude~ts feet of snow, bringing
were stuck on ca~pus all transportation to a
Tuesday, Feb. 9, Tiffany halt. Churches were also
Jones was stuck trying to closed, but the Jones famget back to campus. ·
ily performed their own
Jones, a junior pub- Sunday service with Uncle
lic relations major, had Napoleon preaching to
made plans to fly home a small house church of
to Falls Church, Va., for loved ones.
.
With flights canceled, ·
the weekend to celebrate
with friends and family · the Jones' townhouse
at her moms retirement for two became a refuge
party. This was rare since for six, including three
she normally goes home uncles and one aunt from
for only long breaks like Alabama.
"They were really exspring break, Thanksgiving
cited to be in the snow so
and Christmas.
With the Jan. 29 snow they shoveled everything
day behind her and more which was great because
wintry weather threaten- I really didn't want to get
ing, she hoped to make it out there,"Jones said about
home and baCk safely and her family from Alabama.
without delay. She flew out "My uncle, when he was
ofthe Little Rock National flying back, wanted to take
Airport Thursday, Feb. some [snow] back with
4, and when she landed him. My mom told him
at the Reagan National if it was less than three
Airport in Arlington, Va., ounces, he could take it
the weather seemed like it through security."
Then the airline called
might hold out for her.
"It was dry. It was 40 Jones while she was at
degrees. It was fine,"Jones home on Sunday to tell
said. "I was like, 'maybe it her they had postponed
won't be quite so bad.m
her flight to Tuesday.Jones
After leaving the begged and pleaded with
airport she started see- the ticketing agent, saying
ing things that gave her that she could not leave on
the impression that the Tuesday since Washingweather was not going ton, D .C. was expected
to, get ai'iother foot of
to stay pleasant.
"There were snowplows snow which might further
parked on all the major strand her. She ended up
highways and streets,just taking the Tuesday flight,
waiting," Jones said.
praying everything would
Her mother did not be OK.
Jones then called the
want to cancel the party
because many family airlines back Monday
members had flown up morning and was able to
in order to attend. She get a flight out Monday
was worried about the night to Chicago's O'Hare
ea.ther being a problem, International Airport.
but with the threat ofsnow, When she arrived in
some decided to not risk Chicago, she was told that
all flights into the Little
the trip.
The snow started fall- Rock National Airport
ing during the retirement were canceled.
The airline was unable
party, so Jones's mother
cut it short so those who to find her luggage, and
had to drive could get she was forced to get a
hotel in Chicago and
back safely.
Most ofthe family that wait until she could fly
had flown in; including the rest of the way back
Tiffany, were supposed to to Arkansas.
Finally, she made it
fly out Saturday morning,
but all flights were. can- back into the Little Rock
celed. Tiffany's flight was National Airport on Tuescanceled three times. Fl.fSt, day at 8:30 p.m. in time
the airline had called her to get back to school on
as -soon as she had landed Wednesday.
"I have never been
on Thursday and told her
that all flights were canceled stranded before," Jones
for Saturday, and she had said. "I guess it was a rite
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